**SMC7712GT**

**TigerAccess™ Expansion Module**

1-Port 1000BASE-T Gigabit Ethernet Expansion Module

**Overview**

The SMC7712GT is a single port 1000BASE-T slide-in module with RJ-45 connector which enables the TigerAccess™ Extended Ethernet (VDSL) switch SMC7724M/VSW to have a Gigabit Copper uplink. The module supports network speeds of 10, 100 and 1000Mbps as well as half- and full-duplex mode (1000Mbps in full-duplex mode only).

---

**SMC7724FMSC**

**TigerAccess™ Expansion Module**

1-Port 100BASE-FX (SC) Multi-Mode Fiber Expansion Module

**Overview**

The SMC7724FMSC is a single port 100BASE-FX slide-in module with SC connector which enables the TigerAccess™ Extended Ethernet (VDSL) switch SMC7724M/VSW to have a multi-mode fiber uplink. The module supports a network speed of 100Mbps in full-duplex mode, using 50/125 or 62.5/125 micron multi-mode fiber cable.

---

**SMC7724T**

**TigerAccess™ Expansion Module**

1-Port 10/100BASE-TX Fast Ethernet Expansion Module

**Overview**

The SMC7712T is a single port 10/100BASE-TX slide-in module with RJ-45 connector which enables the TigerAccess™ Extended Ethernet (VDSL) switch SMC7724M/VSW to have a Fast Ethernet uplink. The module supports network speeds of 10 and 100Mbps as well as half- and full-duplex mode.